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1. On this white paper

This white paper addresses the challenges

have been announced recently. More and

the corresponding aggregation – i.e the

in integrating Open Radio Access Networks

more reports are also being published to

integration. Open RAN is (in many of the

(Open RAN). The paper follows on from our

promote the expected advantages of Open

cases) a multi-vendor exercise where

previous paper titled “Is Open RAN the silver

RAN.

vendors of various parts of the RAN as well

bullet for the wireless industry?”

Even though the industry makes bold

Therefore, readers of this white paper

statements, it remains to compare Open RAN

are encouraged to read the previous one

solutions with Cloud RAN solutions from

as an introduction, thus also familiarizing

Tier-1 vendors, as this would be a more

themselves with the concepts of virtual RAN,

relevant and interesting comparison.

Open RAN, and others that are important to
consume this paper.

One of the biggest challenges often quoted
by people in the industry is that of complex

as infrastructure vendors need to come
together and make sure their products are
interoperable in the configurations requested
by the market.
RAN integration is a challenge that has been
experienced by vendors for as long as they
have had products, and thus comes as no
surprise.

As most people in the industry know by now,

Open RAN integration. This challenge comes

the traction of Open RAN continues. There is

as no surprise as Open RAN represents

This paper aims at describing those

no sign of it slowing down, but on the other

one out of many examples where systems

challenges in greater depth.

hand, there are still few real and large-scale

get disaggregated into smaller pieces.

deployments although some prominent plans

Such dis-aggregation inevitably calls for
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2. Executive summary

The topic of Open RAN integration is

is important to fully understand the nature

the control-, user- and sync-planes. The

and version maintenance, KPI assurance

identified as a top challenge by the industry.

of such integration work that is now moved

management-plane and some of the nearRT-

and observability in deployed networks,

The range of issues tied to the topic is

into an open territory as well as the level of

RIC integration however have specific

designing and planning network topologies,

huge, and readers of this paper may get the

domain expertise needed to undertake such

challenges and targets that call for more MNO

and finally – security (in a non-exhaustive

impression that it is almost an impossible

work.

tailored integration and thus MNO specific

list).

hurdle. It is not the intention of this paper, nor
is it the belief of the author.

The paper conveys the opinion that Open

solutions.

This paper leaves the reader with the

RAN integration is currently mostly running

Up until now, Open RAN integration has been

question of whether Open RAN systems will

The industry and the author recognize the

in the “modify it until it works”, rather than

discussed in relation to “breathing life into

be multi-vendor after all? Some analysts

potential power of open systems and the

“connect and check that it works”, mode.

systems” (as a former colleague used to say),

propose the biggest portion of Open

ability to mobilize a larger community to

The implication is that the integration cycles

i.e. connecting elements of the open RAN

RAN deployments will be single vendor

increase innovation. We should also be aware

become longer and require changes in SW

system and making sure that functionality

deployments. Such evolution implies that

that most of these integration challenges

products. We anticipate this situation to

and performance are achieved. But

some of the Open RAN value propositions get

are today addressed within existing vendors

change over time and evolve towards a

integration goes far beyond that! Important

lost.

of purpose-built or virtual RAN solutions,

less painful integration. But as outlined by

aspects include also managed services,

so they are not new to the industry. But it

this paper, evolution can be expected in

SW and hardware release management
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3. What is integration (in an Open RAN context)?

To fully understand the challenges in (Open)

builds on an integration loop that spans from

RAN Integration, one must conclude what

system design to system test, setting the pace

RAN integration is. Different people have a

and specifying the frame for the integration.

different notion of the term and the activities
connected to it, very much depending on the
maturity of the system at hand.

We would argue that Open RAN is a less
mature system currently, although it is
maturing step by step over time. And

Some people tend to think about integration

obviously, there are less challenging

as “connect the pieces and check that it

configurations, and some that are trickier to

works”, whilst others (author included) think

get to work (e.g. M-MIMO in high-band). As

about it as “modify the pieces until the whole

mobile networks have been evolving rapidly

system works”. For very mature systems, with

and can be expected to continue to do so,

interfaces that have been long established

there will always be configurations that are

the former approach may apply (like for a

in the technology forefront and thereby quite

PC). Whilst for less mature systems, the latter

tricky to integrate.

approach is required. Such an approach
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Open RAN integration

Network Integration

Security

Cloud / Edge
Integration

Process Integration

Brownfield
deployments

Security

Tools

Assurance

Operational
introductions &
processes

BTS solution integration

Installation &
Commissioning

Planning and
dimensioning

Security

Multi-RAT
Integration

Operational
Integrational

Horizontal
Integrational

Vertical
Integration

Figure 1: Map of Integration

The industry needs to do objective

The remaining part of this paper focuses

characteristics evaluation to determine which

mainly on the BTS Solution Integration part

configurations that is reasonable to convert

which does not imply the other parts are less

to an Open RAN configuration, and such

important. It is only when the full integration

conclusions will evolve.

has been achieved that MNOs can expect the

There are also some quite different

value to be harvested.

categories of integration. The figure below
illustrates some of those categories that are
relevant to consider for Open RAN.
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4. BTS Solution integration

This type of integration aims at achieving a

The key here is the level of granularity by

fully functional BTS configuration (or range of

which the integrator source the products. At

configurations) that fulfils MNO requirements
and thus is ready to be deployed and
integrated into live networks.
As Open RAN often will be a multi-vendor
solution there are products supplied from
those vendors that are intended to be put
together into a complete solution. This
integration can be divided into three different
dimensions:

Vertical integration
Implies to make sure that all SW components perform sufficiently on the selected
infrastructure products (e.g. COTS). It also includes any layering of the SW into an
application layer, platform layer etc., and corresponding integration.
Horizontal integration
This integration capture to make “application” components (e.g. RU, DU, CU) to achieve the
expected application functionality, performance, and other characteristics
Operational integration
This is the integration needed to make sure that the solution can be operated in the way
decided by the MNO. I.e. that needed data exchange to and from operational support
systems and tools (SMO/OSS/BSS etc) as well as the functionality of the operational
systems can be achieved to reach OPEX targets.
Multi-RAT integration
This is the integration needed to make sure the solution can interwork with other wireless
standards as needed in the intended deployments to be supported
Security
Captures all necessary integration to make the solution secure and trusted across all
selected vendors.

first, it may be considered to be the elements
defined by the O-RAN Alliance, TIP1, or ONF2
but a real solution is more complex. There
are likely SW dependencies to various opensource components in the platform layer,
potential RAN Intelligent Controller App’s
as well as vendor architectures that disaggregate beyond O-RAN Alliance.
Such RAN integration projects have a life
cycle and integration pipeline that is further
elaborated on later in the paper. Such a
pipeline typically includes several steps that
include silicon providers, equipment vendors,
integrators, and mobile network operators.

Telecom Infra Project
2
Open Networking Foundation
1
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5. How do Open RAN change RAN integration?

Traditional RAN, or pre-integrated vertical

changes needed to address problems found

This situation poses the risk that some

Open RAN moves functionality to SW

purpose-built RAN solutions, delivered by the

during integration (within the framework

groups of vendors developing their own

to a higher degree than purpose-built

established vendors has the RAN integration

defined by 3GPP).

interpretations of the specifications, or that

traditional systems, so it should imply that

the specifications do only work for a subset

CI/CD approaches gain momentum, which

of possible configurations.

promises to slice the integration elephant

embedded into the R&D process of each
vendor. It is a complex process where the
various sub-systems are brought together,

With Open RAN this process changes, as the
overall architecture and specifications are

into pieces. But there are still major upgrades

now controlled by external industry bodies

Once products start to get deployed in

such as the ORAN Alliance. When Open RAN

larger volumes, the community will face

gains more momentum, these bodies need

challenges as to dealing with backward

Such integration is overseen by the system

to operate at considerable speed to make

compatibility towards already deployed

design team, to resolve any technical

sure specifications are adjusted as needed.

networks. Upgrading represents a specific

Open RAN defines an architecture with

issues that arise and assure that the

In between such specification revisions,

challenge where operational support system

network elements (e.g. RU, DU & CU), and

required features, performance, and other

vendors must modify and find workarounds

features are needed. In the case of changed

their interfaces. A lot of this is SW and

characteristics are achieved throughout the

that essentially go beyond existing

interfaces, products may be required to

the run-time implementation would differ

portfolio of products and configurations.

specifications.

support the older interface version alongside

between vendors. The implementation

To do so, the system design team controls

the new. This situation imposes a certain

architecture may therefore open up further

the vendor system architecture and internal

order by which the system needs to be

options for more flexible deployments to

specifications, thereby controlling any

upgraded.

further optimize characteristics.

potentially contributed from various vendor
teams across the globe.

of the interfaces happening at regular
intervals calling for such operational support
capabilities.

Integrating Open RAN
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6. The issue of product variants caused by integration

We assume that for a considerable time the

The effect is that vendors are facing the

When such situations appear, vendors

Furthermore, as vendors strive to

prevailing integration approach is “modify

challenge to manage multiple SW tracks for

that are affected will strive to harmonize

differentiate between themselves, they will

until it works”, it means that there are SW

what they hoped was one product. As an

and upgrade specifications to return to a

add as many features as they possible can

products that need to be modified to fit into

example, we could imagine a certain Radio

one-track. This is a key driver for maturing

beyond the ORAN alliance specs. These

a particular integration configuration (i.e.

Unit that needs to be modified to comply

Open RAN specifications. But the key point

features impose an obvious integration

particular combination of vendor products

with a different M-plane specification or

is that with the multi-vendor setup it can

challenge but are also needed to push

into a certain BTS configuration).

differences in CUS plane implementation/

be expected to go slower than for a single

innovation in the overall ecosystem.

requirements. These product variants may

vendor.

With the advent of more spectrum bands, a
larger variety of antenna configurations, the
range of infrastructure platforms, etc, we
can rest assured that the industry is facing a
growth of configurations. The TIP Open RAN
MoU group (some key MNO’s) have recently

then need to be maintained throughout
the lifetime of the product, over new ORAN
Alliance specification releases, as well
as for new hardware platforms (e.g. costoptimized).

One aspect worth highlighting is that referred
to as the “common denominator”. It means
that the width of potential deployment
scenarios (configurations) is so wide that it is
very difficult to support them all, especially

issued a priority paper [1], outlining the most

in a multi-vendor setup with all possible

important configurations. It is very important

combinations. This may lead to vendors

to harmonize upon the width of wanted

converging towards a common denominator

configurations to focus the integration efforts

only (e.g. the 7.2 split) as a way to combat

to fewer.

product variants.
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7. Integrating for performance and efficiency

For many years the appetite for bandwidth

A system can be assessed through its

A RAN system needs to exhibit efficiency

The fronthaul interface is perhaps the most

has continuously accelerated. There are

maximum throughput, with a full buffer

across the whole dynamic range of traffic

prominent interface and often what we think

no signs that this will decline, rather the

test case. It creates a metric that captures

load. Virtualization offers new opportunities

of when talking about Open RAN integration.

opposite.

the efficiency of (some) algorithms and the

for the pooling of resources which calls for

The fronthaul is multiple interfaces with

SW implementation. In real life, very few

new integration models & targets, as well as

their challenges but altogether a very

base stations run constantly on maximum

simulators and other toolchains to enable

demanding integration challenge, especially

throughput [2]. Most of the base stations

corresponding integration.

when introducing M-MIMO and high-band

The underlying challenge of declining profit/
bit situation is one of the main drivers for 5G,
but also the need for a more cost-efficient 5G
and thereby the expectation on Open RAN.
MNO’s need solutions that are attractive both
from a CAPEX as well as from an OPEX point
of view. RAN has always been a performance
game, so competition has been very much
around Mb/s but will evolve towards Mb/s/
Watt as energy efficiency becomes more

carry only a small portion of the possible
traffic but are also installed with fewer
resources which drive requirements on
efficiency and scalability in installations, as all
base stations run with fluctuating traffic load
across the time of the day.

Although the above is a growing concern, one

configurations.

should be aware that it is in the radio part
that the efficiency of a RAN is determined.
The efficiency of the power amplifier and
therefore also the characteristics of radio
optimization features will continue to be the
dominant part of overall RAN efficiency.

important to address OPEX.
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Tietoevry is involved in implementing both RU

performance comes from the radio and the

and DU products for multiple clients, as well

baseband as a combined system. Therefore,

as their integration and experience a range

statements on performance need to be

of real-world integration problems. We do

on the integrated system (example 3GPP

expect a lot of innovation coupled with this

38.104) and cannot be fully determined until

interface, to drive feature and performance

the system is integrated.

improvements. Such evolution will continue
to push the integration challenge going
further. The integration process will need
to operate at a very high cycle speed as
mentioned earlier as well as needing tools

Need for compute

Acceleration
Needed

RAN performance is therefore the result
and the claim of RAN integration and the
responsibility of the organization that
conducts such integration.

that provide observability and anomaly
detection on the solution. As is well known
by people in the industry, the overall RAN

Increased spectrum Higher
order MIMO Shorter TTI

Figure 2: Need for computing is dramatically increasing
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As illustrated by the figure above, the

It also means that depending on the

Integrating DU baseband SW to accelerated

increase in spectrum and number of

performance of the digital baseband

infrastructure is complicated, and as there is

antennas as well as the shorter time interval

implementation, various vendors will hit

a range of different accelerator technologies,

for scheduler decisions causes a dramatic

the point where accelerators are needed

it imposes requirements on DU SW vendors.

increase in required computing capacity

at different load levels thereby exhibiting

But as for early NFV days, any specific

and thereby also requirements on SW

different CAPEX.

combination of DU SW and acceleration

performance. It is critical that radio-related
algorithms are efficiently implemented to
allow for maximum efficiency of the radio.

FPGA’s, GPU’s, and similar silicon solutions
have been introduced to improve

infrastructure needs to be thoroughly
assessed and optimized.

performance (in some configurations even

These algorithms on Layer 1 and Layer 2 aims

making an implementation at all possible).

at utilizing the radio spectrum as efficiently as

Such infrastructure implies that the coupling

possible, thereby optimizing throughput over

between the application SW and the

power consumption. I.e. transmitting user

infrastructure layer increases. There are

data as efficiently as possible. In case these

efforts underway within O-RAN Alliance to

algorithms do not execute efficiently, there

model this with abstractions, but we should

will be a penalty in the RAN throughput and/

not have expectations too high or very early

or power efficiency of the RAN.

for this approach.
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8. The difference between specifications and implementations

The Open RAN alliance is working hard on

implementation. It does likely not

improving their specifications, but at the end

automatically mean that all combinations of

of the day, it is the SW and HW that delivers

products will work anyhow, but it will likely

a well-functioning and performing RAN. As

improve the situation.

some of the interfaces are very complex, it
leaves room for interpretations among the set
of vendors.

We currently also see that some of the
main SW stacks used by many vendors
come with gaps and assumptions in how

The consequence here is that even there

the ORAN alliance specifications should be

has been some level of compliance testing

interpreted. This is a relevant sign that Open

for a part of the RAN, it will not automatically

RAN integration remains a challenge and

lead to interoperability. The need for (open

that “modify until it works” is the needed

source) reference implementations are

approach.

something that the Telecom infra project has
recognized and are currently addressing.
Once those gets available, the question of
integration changes towards a question
of interoperability to that reference

Integrating Open RAN
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9. Integrating the operation & maintenance stack (incl automation)

One of the drivers for Open RAN is to

For brownfield deployments, it implies adding

operation and maintenance functionality.

overhaul of their OSS systems, turning

reduce OPEX. But as the RAN solution is dis-

another solution as an Open RAN base

When dis-aggregating the RAN, it puts

them into programmable platforms upon

aggregated and may come from different

station will be an add-on to already existing

additional requirements on an efficient OSS

which the needed process support can be

vendors, it calls for an integrated and

traditional configurations. Extending the

system/orchestration implementation. Not

implemented. Such functionality represents

harmonized view seen from the overarching

range of configurations initially increases

only does such integration need to expose

an interesting challenge as it both represents

operational support systems (SMO3/OSS)

OPEX, so the total setup needs to contribute

the wanted information models, but it also

knowledge of MNO work processes as well

as well as seamless integration towards the

significant efficiency in the operation &

needs to aggregate the parts making up an

as a deep technical understanding of the

toolchains and work processes used (or

maintenance domain for the total brownfield

Open RAN BTS efficiently and suitably to

elements making up the RAN (now being

supposed to be used).

setup. It is evident that operational efficiency

interface other toolchains of an overarching

disaggregated and therefore exposing even

is different for different MNO’s as they

operations support system (OSS).

more complexity).

RAN constitutes a large portion of an
MNO’s OPEX and thus is an important area
for operational automation. Although a
large portion of OPEX is the maintenance

are organized differently, are offering
different services and operate in different
environments (just to name a few).

OSS is an area that for most MNO’s consists
of a large set of different products integrated
into a complete solution with tools for cell

workforce, there is still room for

The current specification from ORAN

planning, fault management, performance

improvements from process automation,

Alliance leaves many details unspecified

management, just to name a few.

obviously applicable to Open RAN as well as

and it is a classical standardization problem

traditional RAN.

to go beyond the interface syntax and into
information semantics when it comes to

3

The key point is that for most MNO’s, Open
RAN may be the trigger for a long-due

Service Management & Orchestration

Integrating Open RAN
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The Service Management & Orchestration

It is however clear that once such increased

element (SMO) of the Open RAN architecture

automation has been achieved, it both

is a placeholder for some of these capabilities

represents OPEX savings but also potentially

but leaves a lot of the overarching operational

enables mixing of traditional and open RAN

support out of scope in the same way as

technologies in a sub-network. Such a mix

Network Function Virtualisation (NFV). Such

would make it possible to use cost-optimized

an approach is needed as the entire OSS

Open RAN for the 80% of base stations that

landscape is less standardized and spans

carry only 20% of the traffic [2]. Note, that

administrative IT support to systems as well

such reasoning is based on that there are TCO

as deeper network technology aspects.

savings to be made from Open RAN for such
sites, which is yet to be confirmed at scale.
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10. Integrating Non-RT RIC and Near-RT RIC functionality

Open RAN includes two concepts that

These Open RAN entities represent open

address some of the challenges in RAN

and programmable platforms to enable 3rd

automation. It is the NonReal-Time RIC (RAN

parties to add intelligence to the operation

Intelligent Controller) and the NearReal-Time

and optimization of the RAN. From a principal

RIC and they sit in the borderland between

view, they are the same concepts as there

the 5G control plane and management

is no black and white definition on what is

plane (depending on which philosophy you

real-time or not, but they have access to a

adhere to). Note: do not mix them up with the

different set of data.

control plane of 5G, which is a different set of
functions, although adjacent and potentially
interworking.

Albeit being straightforward at a first glance,
there are hidden integration issues when
scratching deeper. These challenges are
system design issues aiming to make sure
the RAN system has performance and

Understanding data and use of AI
Both these concepts argue that as they are open, they can enable
wider and open use of AI technologies that implement control loops
related to RAN. Such an approach calls for a very clear definition
of the semantics of the data they use. A uniform definition will
either limit the data that can be used (in practice) or require data
transformations that will turn up as an integration issue.

robustness.

Integrating Open RAN
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Control loop interference & dependency

The issue of deployment of NearRT RIC topology

Both RICs have the notion of Apps. It means that a particular control loop
can be injected into the RAN system as an add-on. This is an elegant and
elsewhere proven concept (e.g. your iPhone). In Open RAN it means that
each App represents a specific control loop. Traditional vendors spend
a lot of time making sure that all these control loops (that are typically
embedded into traditional RAN equipment or in their element management
systems) do not interfere with each other and expose a predictable and
robust behaviour. This work is tedious and complex as the control loop
algorithms are often very complex and require a huge range of integration
work and domain knowledge. Traffic steering is related to handover is
related to power control etc. It is one example of potential interference
between control loops but also outlines a functional dependency.

As the near RT RIC is supposed to have near real-time characteristics, its
control-loop latency must be achieved through careful deployment of the
NearRT RIC within the transport network topology.

These Apps are supposed to come from yet another range of suppliers
(i.e. not necessarily the vendors of the RAN network functions). The
implication is that App to RIC platform integration is not sufficient, Open
RAN integration also needs to span App to App integration.

Different NearRT RIC Apps, a.k.a. xAPPs, may assume different latency
towards the RAN elements, thus be differently sensitive to the topology
location of the near RT RIC. Those requirements on control-loop latency,
also imply there are several nearRT RIC instances in a real network.
Further, the Apps have a control scope in the network. I.e. depending on
the deployment of the RIC platforms within the network, these Apps can
control a certain sub-part of the network. It implies there is a potential
dependency between xApps of the same type, but across different
nearRT RIC instances, to achieve a more holistic optimization. Such holistic
optimization may also imply there is a need to integrate legacy network
elements.

Integrating Open RAN
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11. Security

Security is a hot topic for Open RAN. Debate

As for Open RAN, concerns has been raised

The trend to virtualize RAN (irrespective of

is high and diverse, but also confusing. There

that as it is based on open interfaces and

whether it is Open RAN or not) mandates a

is underlying reasoning stemming from the

(some) open-source, Open RAN will be

virtualization layer which almost certainly

role 5G is expected to play in the future

inherently susceptible to security threats.

will include open-source SW that would

digital society.

Open-source SW and its use in telecom

Security is a huge topic and spans people,

products and solutions is not something

organizational processes etc, apart from the

unique for Open RAN. There are many visible

basic technology itself. It, therefore, implies

components, such as Openstack, that are

that a holistic security approach needs to

separately included in solutions. But the

be taken in the context of the organizations

models of how open-source SW finds its way

involved, namely the vendors and the MNO’s.

into products are many, and often we may

Multiple security frameworks may apply to an

find smaller pieces hidden inside a vendor

MNO to assure security on all layers, leading

SW as outlined by [9]. This implies that

to a rather big undertaking.

security issues are to a large extent related to

not otherwise be there. So, it is fair to say
that new security issues are arising from
RAN virtualization. On the other hand, such
virtualization is since long established in
the core network as well as other vertical
industries.

how vendors manage the use of open-source
SW within their product development.
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The virtualization layer is very visible

we need to acknowledge the breadth of

Open RAN is potentially an integrated

and keeping up to date with the most

interfaces that are already open as they

solution from multiple vendors that may

recent security patches is reasonably

are standardized by the likes of 3GPP. So

also include open-source elements so there

straightforward. Often, the solutions are built

open interfaces are nothing new, but they

is a demand for an organizational entity to

on an open-source distribution provided by

all represent a possible attack surface. It

make corresponding hardening and security

a distributor, which thus takes responsibility

is problematic as an issue with those, are

tests on the aggregated solution to ensure

to test and patch for security aspects

associated with a quite lengthy patching

compliance to required security standards.

arising. More worrying is perhaps embedded

iteration until it is fully remediated.

open-source SW where security patching

Such security hardening is a new capability

A third area, that is perhaps the most difficult

that has traditionally been entire with the

is the concept of Apps. Both the non-RT RIC

selected vendor but has now become a

and the near-RT RIC has such a concept of

responsibility of the system integrator in

Another area that has been brought forward

3rd party applications. As they are supposed

the case multiple elements from different

are security concerns arising from open

to be part of the network control, they have

vendors are combined into a solution.

interfaces. Not to be mixed up with open-

access to a huge range of network data and

source SW. The issue is that as an interface

control. Thus, making such API’s a crucial

is open, so is its security mechanisms. Now,

security aspect.

is completely up to the vendors when such
software is being included in closed products.
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12. Integrating customer-facing services

Open RAN brings more flexibility to create

Importantly they also need to cover the

a larger range of configurations that could

operational aspects that likely differ from a

be tailored to particular use cases and

public wide-area 5G network operated from

customer-facing services.

a network operations centre of the MNO.

These configurations include private 5G and
indoor coverage solutions for a range of use

The operational aspects range a variety of
managed services that the MNO can provide.

cases. But common for them, is that there is
a need for integration and packaging of the
solutions, likely spanning edge computing,
5G, and more. Such integration is crucial
for MNO’s to be able to increase service
innovation and bring new customer-facing
services to the market.
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13. What is the value-chain of Open RAN integration?

Elaborating on system integration inevitably

The MNO is obviously at the top, being the

arrives in the question of who is undertaking

final user of RAN configurations, and thereby

(Open RAN) integration and with which

setting the requirements. A first take on the

purpose. There is a range of different

priorities has been outlined by some of Open

stakeholders that may do the integration

RAN stakeholders [1]. Such prioritization is

activities. A final approach may consist of

an important input to all integration activities

a mix of approaches, each contributing to

performed by the entire industry. When

different pieces of the entire integration

reading the document, it is also clear that

puzzle (e.g. CUS plane is integrated using one

different MNO’s have different requirements.

model and the M plane using another).

Not surprising as they operate under different
conditions.
The figure below outlines some different
integration value-chains possible that expose
certain pros and cons.
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Figure 3: Different value-chain setups for System integration
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The figure above captures the System
Integrator (SI) as well as multiple vendors.
Those vendors may supply network SW

1 - Independent Systems Integrator

4 – Vendor takes on Integration (1)

embedded in one of the vendors, or inside

In this case, the MNO assigns work to an independent SI to integrate
vendor products selected by the MNO into an operational RAN solution
(configuration). The key aspect here is to keep the SI role independent
to avoid any bias towards any products. It is particularly valuable for
aspects that are specific for the MNO, as the operational integration.

the MNO.

2 – System Integrator promoting an Open RAN solution

This is a model that is very similar to how traditional RAN is being
provided. One of the vendors is the prime vendor for the solution.
The key aspect with Open RAN, in this case, is that it is transparent
that the prime vendor is using other vendors for some products and
that the solution is Open RAN compliant, leaving (some) flexibility
for future evolution. The main benefit is that the vendor responsible
for integration may have a solid track record of such integration for
traditional products, thus reducing technical risks.

products, infrastructure products, or other
SW products. The system integrator may
be a separate organization or a role that is

Here, the SI provides pre-integrated solutions to the MNO market. It
implies that the SI is the business prime towards the MNO. The value
here is that the integration work is already performed, thereby reducing
technical risks for the MNO, whilst still theoretically avoiding vendor
lock-ins. But this model instead introduces a SI lock-in effect for MNO’s.
3 – SI as part of vendor eco-system

5 – Vendor takes on Integration (2)
This is a similar model as 3), with the difference being that some
products have been selected by the MNO and consequent integration
work assigned to one of the vendors.

In this setup, a System Integrator is engaged in the prime vendor ecosystem. This setup off-loads the prime vendor with needed solution
tailoring towards the MNO, as well as offering increased support on the
regional market of the SI. Could be particularly valuable for integration
into an operational environment.
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6 – MNO acts as the Integrator

Eco-systems and Blueprints

In this model, the MNO takes on the role of executing the integration.
Obviously, as in the other models, vendors are required to collaborate
and modify their products accordingly. The main aspect here is that this
model will reduce the risk of requirements not being understood when
transferred to the SI. It is a model that fits quite well for the integration
of the operational aspects. The model may utilize external service
suppliers to the MNO that contribute crucial domain knowledge.

There is a clear possibility that the challenges imposed by integration
lead to a situation where smaller, but rather closed, eco-systems
emerge. Such a situation may look like more flexibility but may equally
well translate into less flexibility for the MNO.

Mix-mode integration

Such eco-systems develop blueprints that are provided by vendors in
the larger eco-system as a baseline upon which modifications can be
made. Such an approach combines the models but in different phases
of refinement.

The most efficient way would likely be a mix of some of the above. As
outlined, these models have their pros and cons. So various aspects
call for different models of integration. We see in the market that often
MNO’s use Model 4 for the CUS-plane, whilst taking larger responsibility
themselves for the M-plane.
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14. The need for a Lab

A RAN contains physical elements (such as

integration, and those suggest that very little

antennas) plumbed together into a range of

integration will happen without real cases

RAN configurations. This fact calls for system

towards MNO’s.

integration to centre around a lab. There are
parts of the work that can be done remotely
from the lab, but final integration requires
a lab and relevant RF testing instruments.
Depending on the integration value chain
from the previous chapter, such a lab may
reside within the MNO, at the SI or one of
the vendors. Each location imposes issues

As important as a lab may be, it is the staff
assigned to integration activities that are the
most important enabler.
For Open RAN to be successful, such labs
will have to be truly open and available so
that also smaller vendors can enter the
marketplace.

regarding the scalability of integration work.
MNO’s are currently offering OTIC’s4 as a way
to enable more open environments for such
integration. This paper identifies a range
of challenges associated with Open RAN

4

Open Test and Integration Center
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15. Highly automated continuous integration pipeline

The desperate need for a highly

Such an integration & testing approach

Vendor SW management

Test environments & simulators

automated CI pipeline occurs when the

should be built on state-of-the-art DevOps

As Open RAN is a multi-vendor system, the

Open RAN integration testing spans some

industry acknowledges the vast range of

practices that utilize toolchains for building

integration pipeline needs to be able to

highly complex interfaces, including RF, and

configurations that will be needed. Upon that,

SW and pushing it downwards an integration

include all SW for all vendor products that are

integration test labs need a range of such

we should also understand the need for a

pipeline (CI pipe), but some specific issues

in the scope of the CI pipe. It further needs to

capabilities. It ranges from core network

continuous pipeline in the sense that there

arise when building such a pipeline for an

determine the status of said SW. Is it claimed

simulators, UE simulators / RF test tools

will be SW patches, vendors pushing new

Open RAN.

to be working by the vendor? which ORAN

as well as simulators for higher layer OSS

alliance spec is implemented? etc.

systems.

This includes the CU/DU/RU parts, but also

As some of the Open RAN components

NearRT RIC and its xApps and potentially

require specific infrastructure, like the RU and

So, what starts as a classical define-plan-

parts of the SMO with its rAPPs depending

hardware accelerators for the DU, those need

execute integration project quickly turns into

on the scope of the system under test/

to be available in the test lab.

a continuous integration pipeline that brings

integration (SUT).

releases, new ORAN alliance specifications,
cost optimizations causing SW changes, etc
across the configuration portfolio.

together hardware and software components
into the needed RAN configurations.

Some of the MNO’s engaged in Open RAN

System build

are building open testing and integration

The CI pipe needs to be able to aggregate the

centres (OTIC). These are important initiatives

pieces of the system into the complete SUT.

and can serve as role models, but likely not

This may include compiling SW, as well as

sufficient to operate a CI pipe at the scale

selecting among a set of available versions for

and frequency needed if it is not specifically

a particular SW product type.

targeted towards one MNO.
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Scheduling over test environments

The issue of the box-orientation

As this CI pipe needs RF testing capabilities

As the main parts in the Open RAN

and those are expensive there will be a

architecture are “boxes”, there is an inherent

bottleneck in that phase of the testing. This

problem. So even though most of the “boxes”

bottleneck can be very important in case the

are supposed to be virtualized, they still span

number of configurations to be covered is

multiple layers in the communication stack.

large.

This turns testing in multi-vendor

Smart test scheduling is therefore needed to

environments un-flexible as there is no

maximize the utilization of the environment

means to test for example Layer 2 and above

in the test lab and thereby cut lead time for

but E2E. For some interfaces, the implication

integration. Such scheduling would also use

is the dependency on expensive and

normal COTS servers as a test environment

hardware-oriented testing tools.

when that is sufficient, thus off-loading the
environments capable of RF testing as much
as possible.
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16. The need for R&D capabilities in the integration process

What hopefully has come out clear now, is the

To operate such an integration loop, there is

For vendors, that have R&D capabilities,

notion of integration of Open RAN solutions

a need for substantial RAN expertise ranging

we foresee an increasing need for more

currently being “modified until it works”. It

from understanding requirements, but also

modularity in their architectures. Vendors

means that there is a crucial element of R&D

deep-diving into the interfaces outlined

will need to evolve their abilities to support

in the integration loop.

by O-RAN Alliance (and 3GPP) as well as a

a range of combinations and configurations,

firm understanding of the implementation

likely leading to disparate requirements.

This R&D capability is there as there is a
system design for each configuration needed
that started in the requirements, selected
the Open RAN components that meet
functional, performance, and characteristics
requirements. When integration testing
reveals problems, there need to be

of the most critical parts of a RAN. These
capabilities are even more needed when
it comes to the RIC. To debug the variety
of Apps and their potential control loop
interference will require deep algorithm and
RAN feature understanding.

collaborative efforts together with the

To integrate an Open RAN configuration into

vendors to decide on changes and push

an operational environment, there will be a

those.

need for tailoring to MNO environments. This
translates into SW design and programming in
whatever system the MNO ends up using.
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17. Conclusion

This paper aimed to outline a comprehensive

the challenge. No matter in which form the

view of the challenges related to Open RAN

work is undertaken, there is an obvious need

integration. As has been made clear, the set

for strong system integrators and deep RAN

of challenges is wide and deep.

domain R&D expertise to unlock the promises

This does not make them impossible, but

of Open RAN.

the industry benefits from a reasonable
understanding of just how complex it is, and
the skills needed to master the process. It is
important to understand that the industry is
quite far away from the notion of connecting
components and just checking that they
operate as intended.
We argue in this paper that there are very
many shapes by which integration may
be executed and vendors and system
integrators interact with MNO’s to address
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